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1. The Origins of the Cold War, 1941-58
Early tensions between East and West

What is a Superpower?

A Superpower is a country that has many natural resources such as coal, wheat,
iron and steel to trade to make a strong economy. It usually has a large
population and always possesses nuclear weapons.

What is a Cold War?

A ‘hot war’ is a war in which actual fighting takes place. A ‘cold war’ is a war
waged without any actual fighting.

Which were the main features of
the Cold War?

No trading, limited travel opportunities between the countries, media war, space
race, arms race, competition in Olympic Games, spy networks, propaganda, etc.

What were the Ideological
differences between Capitalism
& Communism?

Communism
Capitalism
Only one political (Communist) party Vs Several political parties – elections
No private industry, profits – owned by state Vs Most industry privately owned
Everyone equal, global Communism Vs Rich and poor part of society
Censorship of media, no freedoms Vs Free press, free speech, human rights,

Which countries and leaders were
in the ‘Grand Alliance’ .

Joseph Stalin (Russia Leader), Franklin D Roosevelt, (US President)
Winston Churchill (British Prime Minister)

What was agreed at the Tehran
Conference in November 1943?

1. Britain & USA land in France to create another ‘front’ to fight Germany
(whilst Russia fought other ‘front in east). 2. Russia wage war against Japan. 3
‘United Nations’ to be set up. 4 Area of eastern Poland to be given to Russia.

What was agreed and also
disagreed at the ‘Yalta
Conference’ in February 1945?

AGREED: 1. Russian to wage war with Japan. 2. Divide Germany and Berlin
into 4 zones. 3. De-Nazification and hunt Nazi war criminals. 4. Liberated
countries have free elections. 5. United Nations Organisation to be peace keeping
force. 6. Eastern Europe become ‘Soviet sphere of influence’. DISAGREED: 1.
German reparations after 1945. 2. Stalin wanted large borders with Poland.

What was agreed and also
disagreed at the ‘Potsdam
Conference’ in July 1945?
Atlee replaced Churchill, Truman
replaced Roosevelt who died)

AGREED: 1. German & Berlin divided into 4 zones. 2. Germany demilitarized.
3. Democracy for Germany, free elections, speech, press. 4. German pay (25% to
Russia) reparations in equipment, materials, goods in return for food & coal from
Russia. 5. Nazi Party banned – Nuremberg Trials. DISAGREED:. Polish borders
moved west. Truman takes hard line with Stalin – who wants to disable Germany

Why was Poland important in
the negotiations for Russia?

Stalin wanted to create a ‘buffer zone’ from a large part of Poland, to his east
because Germany had invaded Russia twice in last 30 years.

Why did the ‘Long’ and
‘Novikov’ telegrams oppose
each other?

George Kenna (US Embassy in Moscow) sent Truman the ‘Long telegram’
which influenced Truman in pushing for ‘containment’ of Russian expansion.
In return Nivokov sent Stalin telegrams saying be hard on US = difficult relations

What was a satellite state?

Having freed many eastern European countries from Nazi control, the Red Army
(Russia) remained in occupation, and established Communist governments
controlled from Moscow. Satellites included Poland, Romania, Hungary,
Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia.

What did Churchill’s ‘Iron
Curtain’ speech’ tell the world?

Truman called Churchill to US as an advisor after Atlee replaced him as PM. In
March, 1946, Fulton University, Missouri, USA, Churchill broadcast the ‘Iron
Curtain Speech’ explaining how Capitalist West & Communist East Europe was
now divided because Stalin’s Red Army controlled ‘satellite states’.
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2. The Development of the Cold War
1947-49

What does the theory of US
‘containment’ mean?

The USA and especially Truman believed that the Soviet Union was trying to
spread (Global) Communism first through Eastern Europe and then to the West.
Truman used economic and military influence to ‘contain’ global Communism.

How did The Truman Doctrine
support US ‘containment’ in
1947?

Greece became the first focus of the Truman Doctrine. At Yalta, Britain were
given influence in Greece. The Greek Royal family won the election in 1946
against the Communists, but the Communists refused to accept this and waged
a civil war. Britain sent in 40,000 troops, sent in large sums of money and
waged war against the Communists. Britain also supported Turkey as
Communists tried to take over their country. The USA also sent large of
money to Turkey and Greece – who now began to see themselves as the main
economic and military force to ‘contain’ global Communism from spreading.

How did The Marshall Plan
support US ‘containment’ in
1947?

As the Soviet Union began to strip eastern European countries of their
economies and resources, Truman believed that economic aid was the best way
for ‘containment’. Truman believed in giving money to European countries so
they could rebuild their infra-structure and trade again = economic recovery.

What was Marshall Aid

Marshall Aid was offered to all worn-torn countries to help them re-equip their
factories, transport and revive agriculture and trade. This aid was in the form of
cash, machinery, food and technological assistance. In return, these countries
would agree to trade with the USA, pay back loans, allow US companies to
invest capital (money) in their industries. By 1953 the US had given $17bn.
Stalin accused the US of economic exploitation of war-torn countries.

What was Cominform (1947)?

The Communist Information Bureau was set up in 1947 to allow the Soviet
Union to co-ordinate communist countries in Europe who must now:
• Follow Soviet aims in foreign policy
• Introduce soviet-style economic policies such as collective agriculture and
state control of industry
• The Soviets would ‘purge’ (destroy and take-over) any countries that
disagreed with Moscow.
COMINFORM WAS A DIRECT RESPONSE TO THE TRUMAN DOCTRNE

What was Comincom (1949)?

The Council for Mutual Assistance was founded in 1949 as means of
supporting countries in Eastern European, but in reality it was used to:
• Allow Moscow to control the economies of these states
• Give the Soviet Union access to their resources
• Allow economic specialisation of heavy industry (Czech’ & East Germany)
Food production and raw materials (Romania, Hungary & Poland)

What were the long and shortterm causes of the Berlin
Blockade?

Long-term Berlin was divided into 4 zones where travel by road, rail, canal and
air was possible for people and goods. Marshall had helped rebuild West
Germany and west berlin into rich, diverse zones, whilst the Soviet zones were
being stripped of resources and were depressed economically and socially.
Short-term. In Jan 1947 US & British zones joined as Bizonia and introduced a
new Deutschmark.

Why was there an airlift in Berlin

Stalin felt the competition and so closed all routes through Eastern Germany –
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Who lead the Soviet Union after
Stalin died in 1953?

Nikita Khrushchev and Georgy Malenkov both locked into a power-struggle
after Stalin died in March 1953. Khrushchev emerged as the leader in Feb 1955

Why did Khrushchev encourage
‘de-stalinisation’?

Joseph Stalin was a total dictator, whose secret police murdered many Russians.
He ruled through fear and when he died, Khrushchev held a ‘Secret Speech’ and
realised it was safe he ordered the removal of all statues and images of Stalin

What was the Warsaw Pact and
why was it formed in 1955?

Upon coming to power in 1955, Khrushchev united all eastern bloc countries
into the Warsaw Pact. This included Russia, Hungary, Poland, Romania,
Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, East Germany and Albania, THIS WAS
KHRSHCHEV’S RESPONSE TO NATO, and his show of Communist security.

What was the ‘arms race’?

The ‘arms race’ was a race to see which bloc (East or West) could build the most
powerful bombs & missiles, also the largest weaponry and armies, in fastest time

What was Sputnik?

From 1957, the ‘arms race’ turned into a space race, as a Soviet rocket launched
Sputnik, a space satellite that orbited earth in 1.5 hours. The US felt threatened!

What was the ‘Space race’

The ‘Space race turned into a race to see who could get a dog , a man, then a
woman into space; then who could actually land a man, then a team on the moon.

Why was there an uprising in
Hungary in 1956?

After WW2 Hungary was ruled by a leader called Rakosi, the former head of
Secret Police, who worked with Stalin to brutally keep people down. After deStalinization Khrushchev became leader the Hungary expected independence

What were the Key features and
Imre Nagy’s role in the
Hungarian Uprising?

Rakosi was replaced by Imre Nagy who lead an uprising against Soviet rule.
Students protested on the streets. Political prisoners were released. Nagy
wanted free elections, free speech, free press, and free worship. Nagy
announced a new government whose ain was to leave the Warsaw Pact. Rebels
took over railways, airports, roads, industry and also the media.

How did Nikita Khrushchev
respond the Hungarian
Uprising?

Khrushchev was anxious not be seen as weak, so he sent in 200,000 Soviet
troops and 6000 tanks who destroyed the rebels. The rebels fought on using
guerilla warfare against the Soviets to hold the key positions, They used radio as
a cry for help to Western forces who themselves were caught in the Suez Crisis.

What were the results of the
Hungarian Uprising?

7000 Hungarians were killed, murdered or executed by the Soviets. 200,000
Hungarians left the country as refugees to the West. Khrushev had Nagy
executed and was now seen as all-powerful. He appointed a prop-Soviet leader
Janos Kadar as Hungarian leader.

What did Western Europe think
of the Hungarian Uprising of
1956?

The West felt weak to help Hungary and realised that the Eastern Bloc countries
were dominated by Khrushchev and the Soviets, who clearly stated that no-one
was to leave the Warsaw Pact. The Western powers saw this as a sham.
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4. The Berlin Wall Crisis, 1961

Why was there an increase in
tension over Berlin, 1958-61?

West Germany caused anxieties for Khrushchev. In 1955, West Germany joined
NATO and the European Economic Community in 1957. He knew West
Germany was a spy-base for the USA & refugees continued to flee East Berlin.

Why did 4 million East
Germans flee to the West
between 1949 and 1961?

Because of US, British & French influence, West Berlin became a cultural
capital of the world with high class education, hospitals, arts, engineering,
commerce and industry, with better living conditions, wages and freedoms .

Did Nikita Khrushchev’s
“Berlin Ultimatum” of 1958
help solve his ‘Berlin Crisis?’

Khrushchev issued his “Berlin Ultimatum” by accusing the Allies of breaking the
Potsdam Agreement, telling them to leave Berlin within 6 months. A visit by
Khrushchev to the USA was healthy – Eisenhower then called a meeting in Paris.

Why did the U2 Spy Plane
dominate the Paris Summit –
1960?

During the Paris Summit, an American U2 spy plane was shot down over Russia.
The pilot Gary Powers was put on public trial in Russia, which caused American
outrage. Khrushchev offered the USA to a summit in Vienna

Who dominated the Vienna
Summit in 1961 – Kennedy or
Khrushchev?

Khrushchev believed he could publically bully and humiliate, the new and young
US President J F Kennedy. He demanded the US leave West berlin – Kennedy
refused and increased the US defence budget by 3.5 $bn.

Why was a Wall built between
east and West Berlin in August
1961?

On 13th August 1961, a concrete block wall appeared along the borders of EastWest Berlin – with no warnings. Khrushchev stated he wanted a physical
separation with the West; he believed he could control the refugee crisis easier

What was the impact of the
Berlin Wall on US-Soviet
relations?

Although various check-points were allowed in time, the Wall caused a major
stand-off between the USA and USSR, causing a potential conflict or escalation
to war.

What was the impact of the
Berlin Wall for Germans?

Many Germans felt trapped, with restricted movement. Many families and
friends were separated by the wall. Some people lived in the east, but worked in
the west – causing problem. Many were not allowed through the check-points.

How did the Germans react to
being trapped in east Berlin?

Many tried to climb over the wall, some tunnel underneath it, some swam across
via canals, but many Germans lost their lives and were shot as they failed to
cross the wall.

Why did Kennedy visit Berlin
in 1963?

The wall became a symbol of division between east and west. Kennedy visited
West Berlin to offer support to the Berliners, visiting many streets, areas and
giving many speeches to which he was well applauded – even by east Berliners
over the wall. This stregthened US and West Berlin ties showing he cared.
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5. The Crisis over Cuba, 1962

Why did tensions increase over
Cuba in 1950 - 1962?

The USA had a strong historical influence in Cuba as a holiday destination and
by buying almost all Cuban sugar and Cuban cigars, but many US businessmen
used power to enjoy nightlife and pay for Cuban prostitutes, which upset many.

Why did Fidel Castrol overthrow
General Batista in a revolution in
Cuba in 1959?

Batista supported the US contribution to their economy, 90% of which was the
export of sugars, but Fidel Castro felt that the attitude of US businessmen
towards Cuban women was immoral and must be stopped.

How and why did Nikita
Khrushchev give support to Fidel
Castro in the late 1950s?

Khrushchev offered to buy as much Cuban sugar as they could supply; in return
he would also supply weapons for a revolution Castro could win. Kennedy was
worried because Cuba is only 145km from the US mainland.

What was the ‘Bay of Pigs’
incident in April 1961?

The Bay of Pigs is off the SW coast of Cuba. 1500 Cuban exiles (who left when
Castro came to power) were trained by US forces to invade the Bay of Pigs with
US Navy seals. But they met 20,000 of Castro’s troops who slaughtered them.

Why did the ‘Bay of Pigs’
incident fail?

CIA intelligence believed that when the Cuban exiles landed, they would be
joined by thousands of anti-Castro rebels – but there was no such support.

What was the significance of the
‘Bay of Pigs’ incident?

The Bay of pigs incident united the Cuban people, who were also now suffering
economic pressure from the USA. The CIA kept the invasion a secret, and were
embarassed by the media reaction in the USA and accountable for many deaths.

Why did Khrushchev put missiles
on Cuba?

Simply because he had a close range for medium range missiles, which could
target most of the USA.

How did Kennedy view the
missile installations on Cuba?

Kennedy was horrified when U2 spy plane pictures revealed Soviet missiles
being installed on Cuba and also missiles being transported.

What were Kennedy’s options in
dealing with the Cuban Missile
Crisis?

1. Bomb Cuba and the Soviet Union using Nuclear Missiles 2. Invade Cuba
3. Use an air-strike to destroy the missile bases 4. Blockade Cuba 5. Do nothing.

How did the Cuban Missile Crisis
become ‘The October Crisis’?

The crisis escalated on 22 October 1962 as Kennedy gave a television address.
24th October – 18 Soviet ships head for Cuba turn around to avoid a
confrontation. 26th Khrushchev offers a deal to stop if US do not invade Cuba.
27th Khrushchev offers deal to remove missile bases if Us removes missiles from
Turkey 28th October – Kennedy ignores second deal but accepts first.
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6. The consequences of The Crisis over Cuba,
1962

What were the consequences of
the Cuban Missile Crisis?

Fearing the closeness of war – several treaties were agreed: Limited Test ban
Treaty; Outer Space Treaty; Nuclear Non-proliferation Treaty; SALT talks and a
new policy of détente to reduce further tensions.

What was the ‘hotline’

To ensure the two leaders did not have to communicate by letter again, a hotline
telephone link was established between the White House and the Kremlin.

What was the Limited Test Ban
Treaty?

August 1963 – the two powers agree to stop testing nuclear weapons in the
atmosphere.

What was the Outer Space
Treaty?

1968 – both powers agree to use outer space for peaceful purposes and not
introduce a space-based defence or attack system.

What was the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty?

1968 – All countries with nuclear weapons agree not to sell or provide nuclear
weapons / nuclear technology to any other countries.

What were arsenals?

Nuclear arsenals are the different range of short to long-term nuclear missiles
and other weapons produced and stored by a country with nuclear technology.

What was ‘détente’?

Détente means ‘relaxation’ and ‘peaceful-coexistence’

How did the Cuban Missile Crisis
eventually lead to SALT
(Strategic Arms Limitation
Talks?)?

After the Cuban Missile Crisis, the US and USSR realised their nuclear arsenals
were too powerful and potentially harmful to human existence on the planet. So
they agreed that they should begin talks to limit their nuclear weapons. These
were known as ‘Strategic Arms Limitation Talks’ or ‘SALT’ talks.
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7. The Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia 1968

Who was Leonid Brezhnev and
what was the ‘Brezhnev
Doctrine’?

Leonid Brezhnev replaced Nikita Khrushchev as the Soviet leader in 1964. His
‘Brezhnev Doctrine’ stated that the Soviet Union had the right to invade any
country in Eastern Europe whose actions appeared to threaten the Eastern Bloc.

Why was there increased tension
over Czechoslovakia between
1948- 1960?

Czechoslovakia was considered the ‘model soviet state’, with an obedient
Government to the Soviet Union and enjoying a reasonable standard of living.
However, opposition had grown to Soviet control for many reasons.

Why was the Czech leader
Novotny so unpopular?

Novotny had been Czech leader since 1957 and he was disliked for being so
traditionally pro-Stalin. He was slow to follow Khrushchev’s policy of deStalinisation and release political prisoners jailed under Stalin.

Why was the Czech economy
suffering under Soviet
domination?

The Soviet Union forced the Czechs to produce steel for Russia, when the
Czechs themselves needed steel. Also, the Soviets restricted Czech factories
from producing consumer goods. As a result the Czech economy fell.

Who was Alexander Dubcek ?

Dubcek was pro-Communist but believed some capitalism was necessary for
Czech economic growth. Brezhnev preferred Dubcek to the pro-Stalin Novotny
and made him the First Secretary of the Czech Communist party.

Why would Dubcek’s leadership
lead Czechoslovakia to change in
a modern world?

Dubcek’s believed in Brezhnev’s confidence in him and whilst he remained a
devoted Communist, he wanted to remove some of the worst features of
Communism such a poor housing, hospitals, schools, education and freedoms.

What were the ‘Prague Spring’
Reforms?

They were a 10 year programme for political change, which would lead to
democratic elections, freedom of press, a reduction in the powers of the secret
police and arbitrary arrests, removal of travel restrictions and a voice for workers
including the creation of works councils and trade unions.

How did the Soviet Union view
the ‘Prague Spring’ Reforms?

Brezhnev was concerned that the ‘Prague Spring’ reforms were too liberal. He
was under pressure from the east German leader Walter Ulbricht and the Polish
leader Gomulka to stop Czechoslovakia breaking away from the Warsaw Pact.

In what way did the Warsaw Pact
feel threatened by the ‘Prague
Spring?’

Brezhnev was suspicious that Czechoslovakia would want to leave the Warsaw
Pact. He also feared that this may encourage other Communist satellite states to
want to leave.

How did the Soviets re-establish
control?

On 20-21 August 1968, thousands of Soviet troops, backed by units from
Bulgaria, East Germany, Hungary and Poland entered Czechoslovakia.

How did the Czechs react to
Soviet invasion?

Czechs threw petrol bombs at Soviet tanks as they moved through the capital city
Prague. Buildings were set on fire and protestors gathered in Wenceslas Square.
Barricade were set up in the streets. Students ripped down street names to
confuse the invaders. Anti-Soviet radio stations moved around to constantly
present what was happening to the world. The Czech army did not defend, and
only 100 Czechs died in the protests. Dubcek was taken to Moscow and forced
to resign to pro-Soviet and hard-line Communist replacement leaders.
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8. Consequences of the The Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia, 1958

What were the consequences of the
‘Prague Spring’ for Czechoslovakia?

Demonstrations, especially by workers and University students continued for
another year. Jan Palach, a student set fire to himself in Wenseclas Square.

What were the consequences of the
‘Prague Spring’ for Soviet – US
relations?

The Prague Spring temporarily worsened the relations between East and West.
However, as the USA deepened it’s war in Vietnam by 1968, President Johnson
agreed to stay out of Czechoslovakia if the Soviets agreed to stay out of
Vietnam. The USA condemned the invasion but offered not military support.
Western Europe followed Americas lead and also stayed out.

What were the consequences of the
‘Prague Spring’ for Communist
countries

China criticised the Soviet Union. President Ceausescu of Romania refused to
send troops to Czechoslovakia. Romania and Albania decided to leave the
Warsaw Pact in 1968. Yugoslavia quickly followed and with Romania allied
themselves with China. The Soviet power had been tested – it did not react!

What were the consequences of the
‘Prague Spring’ for Western Europe

Other European countries such as France and Italy (and to some extent
Britain) distanced themselves from Soviet controlled Communism and a
new for of Communism, known as Euro-Communism developed.
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9. Attempts to reduce tension between East and West

Who was president Nixon?

Richard Nixon replaced Lyndon B Johnson at the US president in 1969 and
continued his presidency until 1974.

What was ‘détente’?

‘Relaxation’ or ‘Peaceful co-existence’

How did ‘Arab-Israeli’ conflict
puts pressure on the US to end
the Cold War?

The Israeli’s (Jews) had been given lots of weapons by the USA, and so the
Arabs looked to the Soviet Union to supply them with weapons. Despite the
super-powers supplying the Arab-Israeli war with weapons – they remained
on good terms generally.

How did the Vietnam War put
pressure on the US government
to end the Cold war?

The Vietnam War was embarrassing to the USA as they struggled with North
Vietnamese Guerrilla warfare. The war dragged over many years and caused
much civilian unrest in the US through the media and University / Anti-war
demonstrations, as a super-power fought a small under-developed country.

Did Nixon’s visit to China
worry Brezhnev?

China was Communist, and Brezhnev didn’t want to see a US-China alliance
develop. The Soviets wanted to trade US technology and grains supplies.

Did Nixon’s first visit to
Moscow (1972) achieve
anything?

Nixon wanted to continue with ‘détente’ and he agreed to take part with
Brezhnev in a European Security Conference – from which the Helsinki
Agreement emerged. Brezhnev was happy to negotiate between Washington
and Hanoi (North Vietnam capital) to find peace and end to the Vietnam war.

What were the strengths and
limitations of the 1972 SALT?

Strengths: Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty (ABMs) system only allowed on 2
sites. A 5-year freeze on the total number of Intercontinental Ballistic
Missiles ICBMs and Submarine Launched Ballistic Missiles. SLBMs.
Weaknesses: No limits on strategic bombing aircraft., or on Multiple
Independently Targetable re-entry Vehicles (MIRVs)

How did the Arab – Israeli
(Middle Eastern) Yom Kippur
War 1973 – test /affect the
Cold War?

Syria & Egypt (armed by the Soviet Union) made surprise attacks on Israel
(armed by USA). Nixon increased weapons to Israel which concerned
Brezhnev. to help end the conflict Brezhnev proposed a US-Soviet peacekeeping force be sent to the Middle-East, but Nixon agreed to a UN peacekeeping force - which Brezhnev accepted.

Did Nixon’s second visit to
Moscow (1974) achieve
anything?

Both leaders agreed the danger with 'weapons of mass destruction', that they
would eventually end the arms race and reduce nuclear warheads, they would
seek global detente, especially co-operative trade, science, technical and cultural
relations between the US and Soviet Union to promote world peace.

How did the Soviet – US Space
link-up help thaw the Cold war?

on 17th July, 1975 in the Apollo-Soyuz space mission, 3 US astronauts and 2
Soviet cosmonauts met in space with a symbolic hand-shake.

The did the Helsinki
Agreements (1975) help thaw
the Cold War?

Security - Soviet recognition of Europe's frontiers and West Germany.
Co-operation - closer economic, scientific and cultural links to help politics
Human Rights - Each country agreed to respect human rights and basic freedoms
such as thought, speech, religion, privacy and freedom from unfair arrest.
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10. The end of the Cold War, 1970-91

Who was Jimmy Carter of the
US?

Richard Nixon was replaced by Gerald Ford in 1974 and in 1977 Jimmy
Carter became President of the USA in 1977 and served until 1981.

How did Carter affect the
Helsinki Agreement?

Carter tried to link issues of Soviet human rights with arms limitation. He
wanted to monitor how seriously Russia was in accepting human rights of
their people. Brezhnev saw this as direct interference in Soviet home affairs.

What were the terms of the
SALT (Strategic Arms
Limitation Talks) 2, 1974

A limit of 2400 nuclear weapons (ICBMs & SLBMs). A 1320 limit on
MIRV systems on each time. A ban on new land-based ICBM launchers.
Limits on use of nuclear weapons. SALT 2 to last until 1985.

Who was Mikhail Gorbachev?

Brezhnev died in 1982. Russia then went through some difficulty in finding a
traditional Soviet leader. Yuri Andropov led for 2 years, but was very ill and
died in 1984. Konstantin Chernenko ruled from 1984 until 1985, but he
struggled and we replaced by a ‘modern’ Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev.

What was Gorbachev’s ‘new
thinking’ which led to a thaw in
the Cold War?

Gorbachev was inexperienced with foreign policy and was concerned that
Russia was struggling to modernise and keep a strong economy. There were
food shortages and the standard of living was not as good as capitalist
countries, where wages, technology and lifestyle was rapidly improving.

What was ‘perestroika’?

Gorbachev believed in a home policy of ‘glasnost’ meaning openness. He
allowed Western pop stars like Michael Jackson, Elton John, Paul McCartney
and rock band U2. Gorbachev was prepared to allow western (from Western
Europe & USA) influences in media, music, sport, technology to find their
way into Russian, homes, hearts and minds.

What was ‘Glasnost’?

Gorbachev wanted ‘glasnost’ meaning ‘economic restructuring’ to help build
up the failing Soviet economy. He established new trade deals with the USA
importing computer technology and grain supplies for bread.

How did Glasnost lead to the
downfall of the Communist Party
under Gorbachev?

Many of the old guard of traditional Communism hated glasnost because the
believed it was capitalist. New trade deals were based on selling for profits
and made many Russian businessmen very rich, which was against the Soviet
old belief of ‘equality for all.’ A new super-rich class group emerged in
Russia offering improved working conditions, wages and better training for
their workforce, which also meant giving workers more say and more rights.
An improvement in lifestyle was attractive for many Russians who now
turned their back on Communist principles. Gorbachev also knew that to
keep a massive red army fighting a hopeless war in Afghanistan was
crippling the Soviet economy. Furthermore, the cost of keeping Soviet troops
patrolling East Germany & East Berlin as well as patrolling Eastern Bloc
countries meant the Soviet economy was set to collapse.

The end of the Cold war, 1970-91.
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11. The end of the Cold war, 1970-91
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Who was Ronald Reagan and
how did affect detente?

Ronald Reagan defeated Jimmy carter in the 1980 US Presidential elections.
He had a past anti-Communist attitude, so détente was threatened.

How did the Moscow
Olympics of 1980 increase
Cold war tensions and end
detente

The US Olympic Committee boycotted the 1980 Moscow Olympic Games
and were followed by 61 other countries who followed their example. This
made Olympic medals less valued, as the Olympics were used as a showcase
for Communist Vs Capitalist talent in the medal tables – détente ended.

What was Reagans ‘Zero
Option’?

Reagan offered a ‘Zero Option’ to cancel the use of new Intermediate-Range
Nuclear Missiles (IRNMs) from European bases, in return for Brezhnev
dismantling his IRNM’s – Brezhnev refused so Reagan increased IRNMs.

What was Star Wars or the
SDI?

SDI was a ground and spaced-based laser shield system for destroying
nuclear missiles as they entered the atmosphere over the USA.

What did Reagan’s ‘Evil
Empire’ speech’ say?

Upon his election – Ronald Reagan attacked the Soviet Union calling them
the ‘Evil Empire’ beginning a Stars Wars theme that continued with the SDI

Why did Reagan announce
the policies like Strategic
Defence Initiative (SDI),
‘NUTS’ and ‘MAD’?

US technology was such that defence systems like the SDI became a priority
for Reagan, whose advisor felt a nuclear war was possible. The NUTS
(Nuclear Utilization Target Selection) system involved directing weapons at
an opponents warheads, at their military bases, rather than their cities. Both
powers had accepted by now that possession an stock-piling of nuclear
weapons was in itself a deterrent – as weapons could now destroy weapons.

What was the Soviet
response to the SDI?

The SDI was far too advanced and expensive for the Russians to compete
with. The SDI was as step too far for Gorbachev who decided to back down.

How did the Summit
Conferences of 1985-86 help
thaw the Cold War?

Gorbachev met with privately Reagan in 1985 at Geneva to discuss arms
reductions talks, but Reagan made it clear he would keep the SDI programme
and they agreed to speed-up arms talks, abolish chemical weapons and be
more active in global human rights issues.

Did the 1986 Summit
meeting in Reykjavik help
thaw the Cold War?

By 1986, talks between the two leaders became strained and began to break
down as Reagan refused to stop building the SDI. Gorbachev refused to
negotiate with Reagan until the USA stopped SDI – talks broke down.

Did the Intermediate-Range
Nuclear Forces Treaty (INF)
help the Cold War thaw in
1987?

A third Summit discussed the Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces Treaty
(INF) and Gorbachev because Gorbachev believed nuclear weapons gave noone real security and they were too expensive for any country economy,
especially Russia’s. Reagan convinced Gorbachev that the USA would not
invade Russia. Both leaders agreed that nuclear weapons had no future and
trade was the answer to economic issues for the Soviet Union. The INF
Treaty eliminated the range of ground-launched ballistic and cruise missiles
and led to the destruction of almost 3000 nuclear weapons.

The US Strategic Defence Initiative (SDI)
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Why did the Soviet Union invade
Afghanistan in 1979?

The Soviet’s invaded Afghanistan as a threat to India and as an attempt to
control oil supplies to the West. Also, it did not want to see a Afghanistan as a
socialist state collapse and fall under the influence of the USA.
On 27th April, 1978, the People’s Democratic Party of Afghanistan (PDPA), which
was actually a pro-Communist party overthrew the Government. Nur
Muhammad Taraki became Prime Minister of the PDPA and imposed a
Communist style lead.
In September 1979, Hafizullah Amin, the deputy Prime Minister, seized power
from Taraki; but their was fighting in the country because of anti-Muslim
policies. Thousands of Muslims the joined the Mujahedeen – and extremist
guerrilla movement which said it was on a Holy mission for Allah.
The Mujahedeen declared a Holy War on the supporters of Amin who turned to
the Soviets for military support and equipment, whilst keeping a friendship with
the USA. Brezhnev saw Islamic Fundamentalism as a threat to Communism.
50,000 Soviet troops invaded Afghanistan to protect the PDPA from the
Muhajedeen. Amin was shot and replaced by Babrak Kamal, who had been in
exile in Moscow. Many Afghan rebel fighters joined the Mujahedeen: Soviet
troops increase to 85,000.
US President Carter promised military aid to all countries bordering Afghanistan.
He also had a quick strike military force (Rapid Deployment Force) to intervene
anywhere in the world.
Senate delay passing SALT II treaty, cancelled all shipments of grain to the USSR
and US stopped selling high-tech equipment (computers, oil drills) to the
Soviets.
President Carter asked the US Olympic Committee and Team to Boycott (not
attend or support) the Moscow Olympics, which resulted in 61 other countries
following their example. This made the Moscow Olympics less valued.
Carters actions did not force Soviet troops out of Afghanistan, so this brought an
end to ‘détente’. Soviet-US relations were now their lowest since the Cuban
Missile Crisis.
Reagan defeated Carter and became US President in 1980 – taking a tougher
stance with the USSR.

What was the background to the
Soviet invasion of Afghanistan?

12. Flashpoints between east and West

How did Islamic Fundamentalism
cause problems for the Soviets?

How did the Mujahedeen and
their Jahid (Holy War) affect
Afgahansistan?
What happened when the
Soviets invaded in December
1979?
What was the Carter Doctrine?

What Sanctions did Carter take
against the Soviet Union?
How did the 1980 Moscow
Olympics increase tensions
between the USA and USSR?
Why did ‘détente’ end?

How did Ronald Reagan start a
‘Second Cold War’?
What was Reagans new defence
policy?

Reagan reacted to the Soviet Arsenal with a new defence policy of nuclear
weapon stock-piling including 100 MX Missiles, 100 B-1 long range bombers,
new stealth bomber (invisible to radar), 6 Trident submarines, Development of
neutron bomb.

Mujahideen in the Afghan War against the Soviet Union 1980s
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13. The collapse of the Soviet union and eastern Europe
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Why was Poland,
Hungary, East Germany,
Czechoslovakia, Romania
and Bulgaria important to
the end of the Cold War?

Despite his ‘new thinking of ‘glasnost’ and ‘perestroika’ which was allowed in the
Eastern Block, Gorbachev never intended to weaken the Communist East, but
Polish steel workers began to strike in 1988. This had a knock-on affect in
Hungary, as Gorbachev accepted their push for a multi—party state and they held
democratic elections in 1989. Gorbachev also accepted anti-Communist
demonstrations in East Germany and held the Red Army back, whilst in
Czechoslovakia huge ant-Communist demonstrations were allowed – followed by
open democratic elections. Romania experienced a bloody and brutal uprising
where the soldiers joined demonstrations against the Communist Secret Police,
resulting in death by firing squad for President Ceausescu and his wife. By 1990
even Bulgaria was not stopped from holding democratic elections.

Who was Lech Walesa?

Lech Wałęsa; Polish was born 29 September 1943 was a Polish politician and labour
activist. He co-founded and lead Solidarity, the Soviet bloc's first independent trade
union, for which he later won the Nobel Peace .

How did Polish
‘solidarity’ lead a big
blow to the Cold war?

The US decided to give financial support the Polish workers trade union
movement known as ‘Solidarity’, which had been banned and it’s leaders
imprisoned by Brezhnev in 1982. The US despised this and stopped technology
deals with the Soviet Union and Polish Government, whilst supporting ‘Solidarity’

How did this affect Eastern
Germany?

There were mass demonstrations in East Germany in 1989, and many antiCommunist rebels took to the streets in protest marches in large numbers.

How did this affect East
Berlin?

On 4th November, over 1 million East Berliners marched and protested demanding
democracy and freedom. The Berlin wall became a focus for the tensions, as the
crowds called over the wall from east and west sides.

Why did the Soviet Union
Collapse in 1990?

As soon as Hungary announced democratic elections, there was mass movement of
East Berliners, who went through Hungary to West Berlin. As a result East Berlin
had to announced greater freedom of movement for all citizens and on the 9th
November 1989, they opened the border crossings into West Germany. People
began to dismantle the Berlin Wall and Soviet and East German Guards were told
not to fire – but go home.

How did the collapse of
the Soviet Union lead to
the collapse of the Warsaw
Pact?

The new Germany decided to pull out of the Warsaw Pact and join NATO, which
put great pressure on the Soviet Union. The old Communist militant criticized
Gorbachev and introduced a new Government banning glasnost and perestroika,
but this only lasted for 3 days being overthrown by Boris Yeltsin, the Chair of the
Russian Supreme Soviet.

How did the end the Cold
War?

Gorbachev returned to Moscow and resumed his role, but Yeltsin became a
popular hero. With Russia in turmoil, each country began to leave the Warsaw
Pact. Facing economic problems with the costs of a massive Red Army, Nuclear
stock-pilling, the cost of the guerrilla Afghan war, the Soviet Union, unable to hold
the Warsaw Pact together, began to collapse ending in December 1991.

The fall of the Berlin Wall, 9th November 1989

